
Project Itinerary Wizard
This form will help you plan your project and document your project trajectory. Digital projects are by nature 
iterative, and a change in plans is expected.

I. Overview
Set the parameters of your project.

A. Registration
1. Today's Date
3/22/2019

 

2. Title
People, Place and Power in Eighteenth-Century Ghent

What is the title or name of your proposed project?

3. Participants
Angela Mininni, angela.mininni@rutgers.edu,
Paolo Scartoni, paolo.scartoni@rutgers.edu,
Natascia Cappa, natascia.cappa@rutgers.edu,
Caterina Agostini, caterina.agostini@rutgers.edu,
Lidia Levkovich, LIDIA LEVKOVITCH <llevkovi@scarletmail.rutgers.edu>,
Paul Israel, pisrael@taep.rutgers.edu
Laura Morreale, laura.morreale@rutgers.edu
Maria Teresa DeLuca, mariateresa.deluca@rutgers.edu

Who are the project's creators or main collaborators? Include affiliations and roles, if known.

4. Email
laura.morreale@rutgers.edu

Please provide a primary email contact for the project.

5. Sponsors
 Yes   No  
Does the project have an institutional sponsor or 
sponsors?

5a. Identify the sponsors
Department of Italian, Rutgers University

6. Running Comments - Project Registration
This project was begun in January 2019 as part of the class, "Thinking Digitally as a Humanities Scholar," 
Spring Graduate Course 16:560:691
The current title, People, "Place and Power in Eighteenth-Century Ghent," was selected on March 29, 
2019 and will be registered with Zenodo.

Use this space to document successive modifications to the project as they occur. Include the date each 
change is noted. These notes will be used to create a complete project narrative and track discoveries 
made along the way.

B. Goals



1. Rationale
The goal of this project is to digitally interpret the genre of the festival book through a close examination 
of the festival book of Charles VI.

What is the project's rationale and purpose? What is it meant to do? (1,000 character limit)

2. Focus
The project examines a digital version of the following printed work: 

Volsum, Jean-Baptiste van, Heylbroeck, Michael, Berterham, Jan Baptist, Ykens, Karel, Harrewijn, 
Jacobus, and Colin, Jacob. Relation de l’inauguration solemnelle de Sa Sacrée Majesté imperiale et 
Catholique, Charles VI, empereur des Romains, toujours auguste, et troisiéme du nom, roy des 
Espagnes, comme comte de Flandres : celebrée à Gand, ville capitale de la province, le XVIII, Octobre 
1717. A Gand: Chez Augustin Graet, à l’Ange, 1719.

What objects/materials are the central focus of the project? (For example, previously published Latin 
cartularies for a digital charter database; museum objects for a digital gallery of medieval glasswork; etc.)

3. Components
The project components include:

An Introduction
Personnages 
Performance
Representation
Download our Data
Digital Edition of the Text
Further Reading
Technical Essay
Contributors

What are the units (parts, chapters, galleries, or "building blocks")—of your project? For example, a digital 
gallery of medieval glasswork might be comprised of a series of exhibit items; entries on individual 
historical figures might operate as the basic units of a prosopographical or bibliographical database.

4. Data Units
Digital images taken from the book; 
digitized versions of the text (in HTML, .txt files), 
.csv files,

What information or data will each of these fundamental units require? For example, a gallery of medieval 
glasswork might include,  visual images of each object, a series of text fields describing the object's date, 
place of origin, stylistic characteristics, a map of where the object was made, found, or resides; a 
bibliography of pertinent books, articles, or web resources; links to other digital galleries or resources, etc.

5. Running Comments - Project Goals



 

Use this space to document successive modifications to the project goals as they occur. Include the date 
each change is noted. These notes will be used to create a complete project narrative and track 
discoveries made along the way.

C. Users
1. Proposed Audience
 Researchers in a particular field   Undergraduate students   High school teachers   General public  
 Other  

Li
st other anticipated audiences

1a. Multi-audience Goals
Researchers in the field of performance studies should be interested in the history of sound in our source.

If you anticipate a variety of audiences, what aspects of your project will be of particular value or 
importance to each?

2. Use
 

How do you envision your audience(s) using your project? Will it be part of a lesson plan, used by students 
in the classroom? As a source for specialized research projects? As a guide to or expansion of other 
existing resources (e.g. textual databases, bibliographies, etc.)?

3. Running Comments - Users
 

Use this space to document successive modifications to the proposed audience, as the changes occur. 
Include the date each change is noted. These notes will be used to create a complete project narrative and 

 



track discoveries made along the way.

II. Components and Resources
Survey the resources needed for your project.

A. Digital Objects
1. Raw Materials: Specify the raw materials you will use to create the digital objects used in your project:

a. Texts
 Yes   No  

i. Text type: previously published?
 Yes   No  

ii. Text type: archival
 Yes   No  

iii. Text type: newly created
 Yes   No  

b. Images
 Yes   No  

i. Image type: photos
 Yes   No  

ii. Image type: digital scans
 Yes   No  

iii. Image type: line illustrations
 Yes   No  

iv. Image type: three-dimensional 
scans/renderings
 Yes   No  

 

c. Maps
 Yes   No  

i. static
 Yes   No  

ii. interactive
 Yes   No  

 

d. Other
 Yes   No  

2. Tools and Formats: Specify the digital tools, file formats, or applications you will use for each of the 
raw materials chosen above (fields will appear according to the choices made above).

a.iii. newly created texts - digital file formats
.txt, .csv. html. kml

b.i. photos - digital file formats
.jpeg

b.ii. digital scans - digital file formats
.jpeg

c.i. static maps - digital file formats 
.jpeg (LKM to look)

c.ii. interactive maps -  digital file formats
??

3. User Interface (UI): If possible, identify a possible UI or web platform for your project. The proposed 
UI/platform must support the applications, tools, file formats, etc. listed above.

a. Chosen UI/platform with version and date of release.



Scalar; 2.1 (double check)

4. File Maintenance Tools: Indicate how the data making up these objects will be organized, stored, and 
accessed during the development and active phases.

a. Indicate where your digital objects will be uploaded, stored and accessed:
Currently stored in a Google File on the computer cloud at Rutgers University.

b. Choose a location platform for project files.
Cloud-based (ie., dropbox, Google Drive, etc)

5. Running Comments -  Digital Objects
 

Use this space to register modifications concerning the digital objects used in the project. Include dates as 
changes are noted.

6. Passwords: Lost passwords for databases, UI platforms, and other resources can stop a promising 
project in its tracks. It is important, therefore, to keep a durable record of all passwords, and make sure 
that project collaborators have access to them. 

a. Would you like to archive your project’s passwords here?
 Yes   No  

B. Resources
1. Skills and Personnel: List the skills needed and possible personnel for each of the digital objects 
specified above.

For example, will there be a team member(s) responsible for writing historical summaries? Scanning 
objects? Processing that scan data to create 3D renderings? Producing maps? Identifying the information 
to be included on those maps? Compiling bibliographies of pertinent sources?

a.iii. newly created texts - skills and/or personnel
Class particip[ants

b.i. photos - skills and/or personnel
Michael Joseph ; Rutger Special Collection.

b.ii. digital scans - skills and/or personnel



 

b. iv. three-dimensional scans/renderings - skills 
and personnel
 

c.i. static maps - skills and personnel
 

c.ii. interactive maps -  skills and personnel
 

2. File Maintenance Personnel: Indicate who will organize, store, and make program filesaccessbile 
during the development and active phases of the project.

a. Name of person charged with file maintenance
Laura Morreale

b. Email of person charged with file maintenance
lmoreale3@gmail.com

3. Start-up and long term costs: List the resources required to initiate, continue, and complete this 
project, inculding personnel, technology, associated fees and permissions costs.

a. Will you have associated personnel?
 Yes   No  

b. Will you have technology costs?
 Yes   No  

c. Will you have royalties or access /use fees
 Yes   No  

4. Permissions: Plan now to obtain written permission for the intellectual property the project will feature.

a. Have you drafted contributors' agreements for content 



creators?
 Yes   No  

b. If you are working with materials from museums, libraries, or other institutional actors, will they 
require memoranda of understanding?
 Yes   No  

c.If your project has an institutional sponsor (university, museum, foundation, etc.), are there any 
administrative permissions or clearances required by that sponsor? 
 Yes   No  

5. Running Comments - Resources
 

Use this space to register modifications concerning project resources. Include dates as changes are noted.

III. Trajectory
In order to implement your project, you will need to assemble the constituent parts identified above, and 
put them into a coherent relationship with one another. This will require you to identify the discrete tasks 
you will need to undertake in order to complete this project, and then establish the project's proposed 
trajectory and timeline.

To create such a timeline, or “project itinerary”, you first should identify how the discrete tasks are related 
to one another, either sequentially, causally, or conceptually. Does the completion of one task require that 
another be undertaken first? Are there sets of tasks that can be carried out independently from others? 
Understanding these relationships will make it easier for you to define one or a number of workflows going 
forward.

As mentioned earlier, digital projects (like all scholarly projects) are iterative and subject to change and 
revision. Therefore, it is likely that your initial set of tasks, and the order in which you hope to complete 
them, will undergo expansion, contraction, and revision. As in sections I and II above, it is important that 
you record and date any such changes in direction, focus, or content when they occur, by using the 
"comments" boxes below each task field. Doing so will help you to keep track of your project's 
development, and eventually to narrate your project's inception and creation when you archive it with the 
DDP's active or completed project tools.

Add the tasks you will undertake by clicking the "add item" button for each entry. Use the 
"comments" section as tasks change or are completed.

Project Tasks
Task 1
a. Title of Task 

https://digitalhumanitiesddp.com/archiving-wizard-for-active-projects/
https://digitalhumanitiesddp.com/part-1-inactive-projects-digital-documentation-process-ddp-archiving-wizard/


 

b. Task Description
 

c. Designated lead person for this task
 

First

 
Last

d. Email of designated lead
 

d. Task start date 
(anticipated)
 

e. Task start date 
(actual)
 

f. Task finish date 
(proposed)
 

g. Task finish date 
actual
 

h. Comments - updates and modifications
 


